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The legendary Hardcore Classic radio show returns to the airwaves next Friday 17th Jan, in 

its new weekly slot of 8-10pm, on one of Sydney's dopest stations 2ser 107.3FM w/ hosts 

Ran-Dee, Thomas Rock and DJ Raine Supreme! 

 

Established in 1996 as a radio program, by Sydney Hip Hop fiend Thomas Rock, Hardcore 

Classic set the standards for true school Hip Hop in Sydney.  

 

Hardcore Classic was one of the first to program a 100% Australian Hip Hop content, on 89.3 

2GLF, and went off air in 2001, so that Tommy Rock could produce the first national Hip Hop 

show in Australia, Triple J's Hip Hop Show. In 2008 the show returned to the airwaves on 

2MCR w/ DJ Kraft & Direct and began streaming online via Goonbag Radio in 2010. 

 

In 2014, Hardcore Classic returns to the airwaves, now on one of Sydney's most reputable 

community stations, 2SER 107.3! 

 

Joining Thomas Rock on the new Hardcore Classic team is radio veteran, and fellow Hip Hop 

fiend, Ran-Dee, who brings with him 8+ years of radio experience via his previous shows - 6 

Feet Deep on FBI 94.5, Shoreshot on Bondi FM w/ Mere-D, and The Tipping Point on 

Alchemy Radio SBS w/ Kween G & DJ Jonah.  

 

Rounding off the dream team is Hardcore Classic's official DJ, Raine Supreme. The human 

encyclopedia of music, and turntable technician, has quickly become the go-to DJ in Sydney 

for all things Hip Hop, soul and funk!  

 

Get ready for a show filled with high profile guests, plenty of laughs, insight, knowledge, and 

more dope music than you know what to do with. Hardcore Classic brings you the best of 

the past and combines it with the latest heat hittin' the street. Nothin' but pure 

unadulterated HIP HOP!  

 

For more info, demo submissions and interview opportunities, please contact: 

hardcoreclassic@yahoo.com 
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